Trading Live with Murrey Math
Real Time Software
S&P 500 Futures with data feed
from www.quote.com
By T.H. Murrey
S04H March futures Contract S&P 500. Look up at the
upper left hand corner and you will “see” that our data
is being feed through www.quote.. Chart #1 We have a
template using Q Charts from www.quote.com displaying several major indexes, reflecting direction and price changes “live”
interday. Chart # 1
Question: How does this chart appear?
Answer: Simply type ES04H and the software figures it out in
one second.
Why waste time trying to guess the best lines to accept as
support or resistance? Purpose of articles on trading for profits:
To make it so simple, for rookies, the same rules, work for every
market, disregarding, news, or, fundamentals. Mental Acceptance
I.Q. Requirements to understanding this article shall be:
1) no experience trading: easy,
2) 1 – 5 years trading: confused,
3) MBA or degree in Finance: mad, envious, jealous,
refusal to convert.
The Murrey Math Trading System discovered in 1993 – 1994:
no market is random in its reversals. Gann told you to subscribe
to random extremes: Natural Percentages: Chart #2.
Please look at: Chart #2.
Dow 30 Index: reverse up: 7,187.50,
MM 2/8th – 7,812.50
IBM reverses up: 78.125,
S&P 500 Cash reverse up: 781.25,
Nikkei Dow Index reversed up: 7,812.50.
Our Universe (Sun, Moon, Earth, and stars) was created in
about three seconds, at its present outer boundaries, so we shall
use .305175 as our starting price (point).
We must have a (smallest: starting from zero) Murrey Math
1/8th, which will sometimes actually be 8/8th, if you are trading
markets, such as the Euro Currency, so we would simply say
that .305175 is our starting point, although a slow trading day
for currencies shall have 1/8th set at .038146 of one point. Don’t
worry about it (now).
Please look at Chart #3. These nine different markets are set
to: .305175 x2, x2, x2, etc:

E

BKX – 1,000,
COMP – 2,125,
Dow 30 Index – 10,625,

Nikkei Dow – 11,250,
OEX 100 Cash Index
SOX Index – 562.50,
SPX 500 – 1,156.25,
Transports – 3,093.26,
Utilities – 281.25
These nine markets reversed lower exactly off MM 7/8th, 8/8th,
+ 1/8th or + 2/8th set in Murrey’s book in 1995 (and have never
been altered).
Murrey presented all of these (exact) numbers, for all these
markets to reverse lower, to his Private Weekly Predictions
Group subscribers, so his predictions are public knowledge one
week in advance on our web board. Predicting reverses is fun.
If you double .305175 (2x) (our starting price), you will know
any future highs or lows, by simply memorizing the (15) next
doubles, so you don’t have to continue the:
1) the Buy and Hold or Giving up,
2) random guess off TV news,
3) pick any high or low extremes,
4) believe “brother in law” broker,
5) latest “new” method of trying to predict future market
reverses.
Every market wants to reverse at exact doubles of our “starting
price, which shall be referred to in the future as: Murrey’s Prime
Number: .305175. Murrey’s Universal Number: is 19.5125 or
.(305175 x 64 = 19.53125).
T. Henning Murrey has thousands of students, who have
come to classes, used his end of day and real time software,
and bought and read his book and learning CD, and has seen
the power of his Internal Harmonic Numbers set to Gann’s
Price and Time, so they set them (price reversals) to Squares
that will determine the exact price reversal of any market
traded off Base Ten.
You are about to be “dumb founded” or relieved, to finally
understand, how Gann and Murrey, can predict future market
reverses off Price (Murrey does that) and Time (Gann does
that) with no regard to news, tips, or fundamentals. You will be
amazed.
We must take the “poetic license” and simply use .305175,
when we actually know that it may be: .00305175, .035175, or
.305175, depending upon what your current price is (set inside
0/8th to 8/8th).
In 3,125 B.C., Chinese “thinkers,” (high I.Q.) set Logic forward, from zero to the next contiguous integers to: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 or (100), 12 (1,000), or 13 (10,000).
Murrey’s Master Squares: Thus, T. Henning Murrey in 1993
- 1994 discovered his three master squares:
1) Murrey’s Master Square 100,
2) Murrey’s Master Square 1,000,
3) Murrey’s Master Square 10,000.
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Goal: $500-$1,000+/Day!

Learn to Make Money in
UP or DOWN Markets!

Learna SIMPLE, yet POWERFUL
TradingMethodology that will help
youbecome a professional trader!
E-mini S&P NASDAQ DOW All Stocks
-Interactive Home Study Course & LIVE Trg:
Manuals AudioCDs
VideoTapes Proprietary "Software"
FREE OngoingLIFETIME SUPPORT!
Members Area Email Phone Fax
One FREE Day of Live One-On-One Mkt Training!
Remote TrainingSessions AlsoAvailable!
LearnFromTODDMITCHELL WhoHas
Taught Thouusand's of Traders
Worldwide for Over 10 Years!

Get impressive results immediately like traders on my website!

By knowing these Murrey’s Master
Squares, one is able to set an artificial
musical scale, of which there are (3 major)
and as many as 384 (smaller) internal
octaves, and two minor octaves totaling
256 more, or 640 different Murrey Math
Trading Frames (artificial musical scale).
Your job is to trade, not learn how
to set the 640 internal frames, for all
markets, so we have provided you, with
the exact “best” trading frame, for the
“current speed” of the market you are
presently trading, by offering the trading
world, our real time software program,
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which automatically sets the Murrey
Math Trading Lines, by (only) typing in
the market’s symbol. Please contact Larry
Jacobs about renting it.
There are over 125 excellent Fibonacci,
Gann, Elliott Wave, software programs,
out there, set to Gann’s (high / low) 0/8th
- 8/8th.
It takes “good” traders, up to five
years, to learn to trade, any market (up or
down), if they think (only) in the current
direction, of the prevailing market. Most
give up fast.
Traders, who are optimistic, made
money from, 1998 to 2000, on the way
up (only).
7.18 Trillion Dollars was lost from
young, dumb, greedy, rich, traders, who
were Long Term, Buy and Hold, on
stocks from 1997 up to 2000, then down
to 2002.
Murrey is hated by:
Wall Street,
Universities with MBA Programs,
Mutual Fund Managers,
Brokers,
Financial Planners,
Gurus, who teach Indicators and m/a,
and promote “all markets are random.”
Wall Street hated W.D. Gann. He was
born 12.50 years after The Civil War,
so Wall Street, refused to side with any
“southern hick trader,” with a strong religious back ground, and high I.Q. trading
system. The South killed 2 to 1 Yankees.
If you didn’t go to an Ivey League
School, or, if your family can’t be traced
back 200 years, you don’t count in NYC,
(on any subject). Why did Vanderbilt
come to Nashville to start a university?
18.75 blocks from Vanderbilt
University, is the new Nashville City
Library on Church street, and on the 3rd
floor are five murals from 1789 to present in Nashville, and The Henning House,
located on Market Street, is painted on
the 1st mural from 1789 to 1804, showing
that Murrey has been in Nashville for over
200 years, procreating in the same county.
Henning, Tennessee, where Roots Alex
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Hailey was born, was created by Dr.
Henning MD, Nashville.
Sir David Murrey sailed into The
Jamestown Colony in 1620, and was paid
20 pounds. Please add + 2% to $50.00 for
400 years for inflation adjusted value of
money.
Gann was born near rural Texas, in
1878, and lived in New York, in the
1920’s and warned Wall Street: (two years
prior in his book) Tunnel Thru the Air,
1) there will be a worse World War
Starting with economic chaos from
1927 through 1932, with highs ending
in ’29,
2) the low in the stock market would be
July 4th 1932, (he missed it by one day),
3) Crash in Fall of 1929, so all the rich
geniuses on Wall Street laughed at him,
as being a hill Billy fool, who grew up
running, to the outhouse (without a tight
trailing paper stop).
Gann published, in a New York newspaper, his trades for 25 straight days, and
recorded 261 out 288 trades as winners,
turning $ 10,000 into $ 1,000,000 but, no
MBA School of Higher Learning, will
mention Murrey or Gann.
In 1929 rich, smart, NYC stock market
experts, at M.I.T., Harvard, Yale, and The
Wharton School of Business, said the
markets would go up to 500, so the rookies should stay long from 1776 A.D. (and
zero on the Dow) up + 375 + 15.625 +
156.25, which was the high in 1929. Our
President in 1929, said, “stay long and
everyone would get a “chicken” and high
school diploma.”
Gann died in 1995, when T. Henning
Murrey, was 12.50 years old: .00305175
(x 40.96), which is why Murrey was the
only trader to know Gann’s brain or Holy
Grail.
Gann decided to be buried on a hill in
Brooklyn, New York, so he could laugh, at
Wall Street, till the next crash in 1971-74,
1987, 2000, and next October 2004.
Gann traded more commodities, since
he distrusted all stock brokers (on Wall
Street).
W.D. Gann brought out his famous

book, How to Make Profits in
Commodities, in 1942. His wife died
in 1942.
T. Henning Murrey was born Oct. 09,
1942, Nashville, Tennessee, into the city
projects, in poorest section of town.
There are three different types of
“readers” attracted to technical trading
magazines:
1) the curious rookie,
2) tired of losing (grasping) losers,
3) trying to write software gurus.
Serious market “traders,” don’t want
to waste their trading time, typing in
hours of syntax, to create a piece of
software that is equal to, or worse, than
simply “eye balling” the last highs or
lows, or getting Murrey’s.
Every serious trader, finally, knows
Murrey’s Numbers.* Why guess how to
set 640 Octaves?
But, on the other hand, if you want to
learn how to set the 640 different internal trading frames, you may want to
contact one of my 13 year old students,
Ryan Waring, or his brother John, who
is 17, and they will help you, since they
figured it out for their father Mike, while
seated in Murrey’s class, in Santa Ana,
California, or you might want to get a 60
trial version, of our real time software
and figure it in one second.
Murrey has classes in California in
Feb. 2004, so the boys want Murrey
to meet their high school teacher, who
instructs a class on investing. John won
the contest.
Tennessee Titans Coach Jeff Fisher
Personal Note: You may be thinking
that Mike’s son Ryan, is a computer
“nerd,” since he is one of the smartest,
and best looking 13 year old kids in his
school?
Answer: wrong.
Titans Coach, Jeff Fisher’s, wife’s,

sister’s son, played on a Little League
World Series Team with Ryan Waring.
Is your son on the baseball team, good
looking, an A student, and Murrey Math
Trader making + $150.00 in an hour
trading futures (in the summer)? Which
one?
Why force your teenager to mow
lawns, sack groceries, or serve fast food,
to make $ 8.50 an hour and learn the
meaning of what?
Your children have a better chance, if
the mother is bright, stern but kind, and
pretty, and let’s her sons learn how make
money trading, instead of mundane repetition.
Maybe this is why these teenagers
are great traders? They don’t carry the
baggage “loser” in their portfolio (at a
young age).
In 1993 – 1994, T. Henning Murrey
started telling the “trading world” that
all markets should be traded against
the decimal point, instead of the 1/8, ¼,
1/16th of a point (divisions).
Wall Street converted to Murrey’s
1993, “decimal” way of thinking, (many
years later), after seeing that Murrey was
correct, by accepting the simple fact that
T. Henning Murrey, owns the “intellectual rights” to any number that is a division
(or double) of .305175 in the future.*
There are two ways to “think” and
arrive at the correct answer:
1) start with Prime (base) Logic,
zero,
2) or, deduct from the answer
where to begin: start with
10,000.
If you doubt my basic starting premise (.305175), then simply move up to
one of Murrey’s Master Squares and
work down till you arrive (at the same
answer).
These are the numbers for the Dow 30
Index and Japanese Nikkei Dow. Chart
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Emini S&P
Futures
Daytrading
Course
5-Days
One-on-One
Atlanta, Georgia
www.daytradingcourse.com

OPTIONS
“40 IN 4”
For those who like a simple system
Objective: +40% gain or more,
within 4 trading days.
Homework: 10 to 20 minutes
after the close.
Data needed: S&P 100
index option prices only.
Signal logic: plain math gives you your next
day’s Trading Edge value which controls the
profit outlook.
User Satisfaction: strict criteria permit partial
or full fee rebate.
Modest One-Time Fee: range is $395 to
$645, depending on how promptly you order.
Performance: Most trades gain +40% or
more consistently. Most of those that miss
still end up with a gain. Get the proof, with
additional detail and current offer, by Fax or
mail, call toll free today:

KEY VOLUME STRATEGIES
now in our 33rd year;

800-334-0411 x12-w
828-692-3401
FAX 828-698-4839
E-mail: info@key-volume.com
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The Ultimate Book on
Stock Market Timing - Volume 4

SOLAR-LUNAR Correlations To
Short -Term Trading Reversals
240 Pages, 8-1/2” x 11”, perfect bound, gloss softcover,

$95.00 (postage and handling $5.00 USA/Canada - $24.00 for overseas.)
This is the most comprehensive analysis yet of all the Sun-Moon
combinations and their correspondence to price movements in
stock indices available today. It examines 60 years of daily data
on the Dow Jones Industrial Averages, and the past 16 – 18 years
of daily data on the NASDAQ Composite and Japanese Nikiei
stock indices. The probability of 4% or greater reversals is
assigned to each Sun-Moon combination. Thus when a SunMoon combination with a high correlation to 4% or greater price
swings is in effect, a trader knows that this 1-2 day period offers
a high probability for an isolated low or high to form, from which
the market will reverse a substantial amount in a very short time.
This is the ideal situation for short-term traders: high profit
probability with a minimal amount of time exposure (risk) in the
market. This is the “edge” that traders seek!

“ Ray Merriman has done a remarkable job of isolating high probability time periods
to trade. This book is an excellent addition to a trader’s technical toolbox for shortterm entries and intraday trading, and also for identifying ideal entry time periods for
longer-term moves and cycles.”
- Walter Bressert
World-renowned cycles’ analyst, and President
of Walter Bressert Asset Management Company

VOLUMES 1, 2 & 3 are still Available
or Order the Four Volume Set & SAVE $$$

Volume 1: $95.00 (add S&H of $4.25 if USA/Canada, $20.00 overseas)
Volume 2: $95.00 (add S&H of $4.25 if USA /Canada, $24.00 overseas)
Volume 3: $150.00 (add S&H of $5.00 if USA/Canada, $28.00 overseas)
Volume 4: $95.00 (add S&H of $4.25 if USA/Canada, $24.00 overseas)

*Special Offer: Order All 4 Volumes of the Ultimate
Book on Stock Market Timing Series. $360.00
(add P&H of $16.00 if USA/Canada, $64.00 overseas)

M.M.A. P.O. BOX 250012 WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48325
800-MMA-3349 • 248-626-3034 • FAX 248-427-1994
E-Mail: mmacycles@sbcglobal.net
Internet: www.mmacycles.com
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#2 and Chart #3.
Murrey’s Master Square: 10,000:
5,000
(1)
2,500
(2)
1,250
(3)
625
(4)
312.50
(5)
156.25
(6)
78.5
(7)
39.5
(8)
19.53125
(9)
9.7656
(10)
4.8828
(11)
2.4414
(12)
1.2207
(13)
.61035
(14)
.
305175
(15)
Plus, all small moves, will want to reverse 25, 50, or 75 percent in between each of each (15) numbers.
Historical Confirmation:
Article finished Jan. 30 2004: YM04H Dow Futures closed
at 10,468.00, so 10,000, + 312.50, + 156.25 = 10,468.75 Jan.
30 2004.
Please remember this truth. Now, show your friends. Tell the
trading world Murrey Math Works 1993 – 2004 forward.
In 1993, T. Henning Murrey formulated (his) Murrey’s
Universal Laws of Trading set to .305175,* so “teachable” traders could learn to trade inside (13) lines until it explodes out (up
or down) into a Binary Doubling.
Please do your homework and add in the 25, 50, and 75%
numbers between each (above).
Now, every rookie trader, knows, finally, that any prediction
for the future, should be set off market reverses, off the week
of the Harvest Moon (Murrey Time) and on the closest, largest
Murrey Math Trading Line (owned)* by T. Henning Murrey:
1993 – 1994.
Logic Deduction: the larger the horizontal MM Trading Line
and the wider the spread will predict faster reversal.
This past year’s starting Trading Time (date), set by T.
Henning Murrey, was October 06, 2003.
In 1999, the starting date was Oct. 09.
See Chart # 1.
Now, please look at the attached chart accompanying this
article, and you will see that it is set to the correct trading frame,
based exactly on what Gann said about Price variance (highs and
lows) and Time elapsed based on how much data you need (to
know). This is an interday chart.
Murrey has given you Time set to the Harvest Moon. Do you
need more?
Murrey has given you his Three Master Squares. Do you need
more?
This is the age old question of the chicken or the egg? Time or
Price determines the other. Who really cares?
Follow the money: Price will always give you a better reversal
signal than Time.
What if you are dead, still afraid, or divorced, and have no
money, when the best time to trade arrives? How long you
wait?
People, who talk about the best Time to trade, can’t pull the
trigger at extremes.
March 2002 through March 2003, there were (64) reverses
(26,000 points) of 406.25 points each, so you had (64) opportunities to make + 2% on your mutual fund or futures contract, but
the Great Institutions of Higher Learning, tell you Buy and Hold

BioElectric Shield

This shield might just improve your trading. The harmful electromagnetic waves
around your computer affects your ability
to think and your trading. $139.95 plus
$4.95 S/H Traders World, 800-288-4266

works best, over Time.
Are you still a “loser” from 2000
highs?
1929 till 1954: Gann (1927) predicted
Crash Fall 1929, then, he promised not to
die, till Dow 30 got back even, which it
did in 1954, so he died in 1955, thanks
W.D.!
Murrey’s Prediction: 1st low reversal
will be down at 7,187.50 in the future.
Why?
Murrey confides in Jim and Tom
Roberts 05/20/2002: Nashville, Tennessee,
at Princeton’s Grille Restaurant.
Murrey established 7,187.50 as 1st time
down lows on 05/20/2002, since it failed
up at 10,625, then – 312.50 at 10,31250.
Simple: The last higher reversal lower
before 05/20/2002, was up at 10,625 and
it came down to 10,000 and reversed up
½ way to 10,312.50, so it will remember
7,187.50 as Murrey’s Harmonic Balance
against 8,750 (Key of B).
Murrey told Nashville residents, Mr.
Tom Roberts and his brother Jim, who
have engineering degrees from Vanderbilt
and Georgia Tech and in 1955, lived on
Sweetbriar Ave., across from Mr. & Mrs.
Rotier, and Murrey lived one street down
on Oakland Ave, to expect support 1st time
down at 7,187.50, back in 05/20/2002.
They have owned a business with over
312 employees.
Mr. Tom Roberts and Murrey humor
the fact that Mr. Patrick Arbor, past
Chairman of the Board of the CBOT,
was in Nashville, several years ago, giving a speech at Vanderbilt’s MBA Owens

Graduate School, invited by Jimmy
Bradford, of J.C. Bradford “retail” stock
brokerage firm, and the next day, Mr.
Roberts, Mr. Joe Prone, who owns two
“seats” in Chicago, and Murrey, were
having our pictures made, after our meeting in Chicago, in Mr. Arbor’s office, and
Murrey asked Mr. Arbor, if “Jimmy” had
taken him by the Parthenon, and he said
yes, then Murrey said, he learned to find
.305175 in the spacing of the 17 columns
on long side, but five of the managing partners at J. C. Bradford laughed
at Murrey, and called him Moon Man
Murrey, back in 1995, when he made
his upside target projections about prices
above 10,000, off 2,500 base: to be +
5,000, + 6,250, + 7,500, + 8,750, + 9,375
or 10,000. 2,500 base + 9,375 = 11,875. It
is a small world.
After 2,000, the Bradford family,
decided to close their doors. Why? They
opened in 1929, on the highs, and closed
near highs.
Over the past 50 years, mutual funds
have averaged 12.5%, so why not close
out your fund, now, if you have made this
much from the 7,187.50 lows, and wait
for a – 25% pull back to buy more shares
cheaper: greed?
Example: October 09 2002: Dow 30
Index down – 4,687.50 points to 7,187.50
off 11,875 from Jan.2000, highs: Chart
#2.
1,250 x3 = 3,750; + 625, + 312.50 =
4,687.50, is the exact low from the highs
January 2000. How hard is this?
1997 the Dow 30 reversed up down at

- SACRED SCIENCE INSTITUTE NEW GANN LIST BOOKS NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE!

22 GREAT NEW TITLES FOR 2004
DONALD BRADLEY SIDEROGRAPH SOFTWARE!
DAN FERRERA ON GANN’S MASS PRESSURE CHARTS!
10 OF THE RAREST TITLES FROM GANN’S READING LIST & MORE!
Stock Market Prediction: The Historical & Future Siderograph Charts & Software. Donald Bradley.
1948/2004. 57p.Text, 100p. Charts. The Planetary Barometer & How To Use It; Mystery of Mass Psychology; Human
Response to Outside Forces; Tides In Affairs of Men; Cycles Write World History; Search for Causes; 3 1/2 Year
Business Cycle; Planetary Aspects Are The Secret; Jupiter-Uranus Cycle; Planetary Periods & Synods; Symbols; Aspects
in Action; Power of Aspects; Line of Aspectivity; computing; Example; Siderograph; Promises & Limitations.
Hardcover. Includes 100 Years of Siderograph Charts (1950-2050) & CD ROM with Siderograph Generating
Software to create the charts for any year past or future for yourself!
CAT#471 $350.00
W.D. Gann’s Mass Pressure Forecasting Charts. By Daniel T. Ferrera. 2004. 60p. Dan’s new book decodes Gann’s
cryptic Mass Pressure Charts, and shows how to use them as a Forecasting Tool. Contents: Instructions for Using the
Excel Mass Pressure Worksheet; Mass pressure Forecast Article From TW Magazine. WD Gann’s Mass Pressure Chart.
Gann’s Secrets to Forecasting. Forecasting Monthly Moves. Stock Market Cycle Report. Special Wheat Cycle Report.
Gann’s Original Forecasting Course. Hardcover. Includes CD ROM W/Mass Pressure Software. CAT#472 295.00

THE RAREST GANN READING LIST BOOKS
#ELP-1 Raphael’s Book of Fate.
#ELP-2 Raphael’s Book of Dreams.
#ELP-3 Raphael’s Pythoness Of The East.
#ELP-4 Fred White, A Guide To Astrology (Ver. 1).
#ELP-5 Fred White, A Guide To Astrology (Ver. 2).
#ELP-8 Paul Councel, Your Stars And Destiny.
#ELP-9 W. T. Foster, Sun Spots And Weather.
#ELP-10 Gregorius. The Master Key Of Destiny.
#ELP-11 Richard Lynch, The Path To Wisdom.
#ELP–21 Yogi Hari Rama. Yoga System of Study.
#ELP-19 Flammarion & Gore.
Popular Astronomy.

RELATED RARE TITLES OF INTEREST
ELP-13 SEPHARIAL.
Your Personal Diurnal Chart.
#ELP-14 SEPHARIAL. Why War Will End In 1917.
#ELP-15 Wynn. The Equilibrium Chart.
#ELP-16 SEPHARIAL. RUBBER. 1929.
#ELP-17 Mrs. L. Dow Balliett, Musical Vibration
Of The Speaking Voice & Beyond Sight.
#ELP-18 Johndro, L. Edward. Collected Articles.
#ELP-12 Willis Whitehead, Occultism Simplified.
#ELP-7 Councel, Paul. X Marks My Place.
#ELP-6 Fred White, The ADEPT:
The American Journal of Astrology.

—— PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE OR CONTACT US BY EMAIL FOR DETAILS ON THESE BOOKS ——

WWW.SACREDSCIENCE.COM

EMAIL: INSTIUTE@SACREDSCIENCE.COM (800) 756-6141

Feel Like the
Markets are
Unpredictable?
TRADINGSOLUTIONS improves on
traditional technical analysis
techniques by utilizing state-of-theart artificial intelligence technologies
that learn from the data itself and
adapt to changing market
conditions.
TRADINGSOLUTIONS End-of-Day
enables you to use this technology
for swing trading, allowing you to
make money in both up and down
markets by using brief multi-day
trades.

NEW!

TRADINGSOLUTIONS Real-Time
extends this technology to day
trading, giving you an edge by
allowing you to react more quickly
to changes in the fast-paced
markets.

Download a free
evaluation copy!
Included with the evaluation is the
FREE Solution Service, which provides
updated sample trading models that
make money in today’s markets.

Save $200 off the regular price
of TradingSolutions.
Use offer code 88219.

Visit us at
www.tradingsolutions.com
or call (800) ND.IDEAS
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GANN-ELLIOTT
CYCLE REPORT
80% ACCURATE ON
PRICE AND TIME !
We give you exact price and time
and stop objectives. We predict
the 12 most important markets
each week. We give you the
exact top and bottom price to
enter or exit. We have been a
professional 35 years in business
since 1967. Gann-Elliott Weekly
Trading Newsletter will analyze:
Gann price and time cycles and
Elliott Waves in 15 stocks, Indices and Commodities, the S&P500, Dow, NASDAQ-100. QQQ,
T-Bonds, Gold, Silver, Soybeans,
Corn, Wheat, Live Cattle, Feeder
Cattle and Live Hogs. This report
is sent via E-mail every week.
Sign up today for the free 2 week
trial!

800-288-4266
TWO WEEK FREE TRIAL
www.gann-elliott.com
6,875, which is – 312.50 below 7,500. It
moved up + 5,000 points to 11,875 Jan
2000, then fell:
Chart #4.
Do you want to (change) from random
measurements, to set your (s/r) lines?
Could you trust your child to multiply

.305175 x2 15 times, or divide 10,000
(x2), then, ask them to instruct you, every
time the Dow 30 Index moves up or
down, off MM Lines set to 312.50 (x2, x2
,x2) points inside Murrey’s Master Square
10,000, so you will be able to break the
Buy and Hold till you grow old mold that
failed January 2000, when the Dow 30
Index reached 11,875 (up + 5,000 points)
from 6,875.
Math Brain teaser: 2 to the eleventh
power = 4,096, or 64 x 64 equals the
same, just as 1 doubled 13 times = 4,096,
so, .305175 x 4,096 = 1,250, or a Major
1/8th inside Murrey’s Master Square:
10,000.
The human brain is 87.5 % fat composed of the Double Helix set to 64
“codons” of D.N.A., so your brain is
set to .305175 inside each cell, of which
we have 256 different (kinds), plus your
“trading” eye can see only 256 different
moves or colors.
You may choose, not to believe me,
with your present thought patterns, or
your twisted words from a “losing” trading habit, but your “birth brain” accepts
what I say, before you hear it. You
confuse the simple truth with averaging
indicators.
Ask your child what .305175 (x2) 14
times equals? Answer: 5,000.
They have it if they just doubled
.305175 15 times, or divided 10,000 in
½ 15 times.
They are using either inductive or
deductive reasoning. Please explain the
difference.
If your child is having trouble
with their calculations, please have
them contact Ryan Waring (13) at
ryan@murreymath.com.
Declaration of Appreciation: Any
school may request Murrey’s software
at full price, then, Murrey will make out

Know Your Future?

I

t is the desire of Traders World Magazine that the magic of astrology
should become available to as many people as possible as inexpensively as possible. Traders World will have a professional astrology
report done for you. The professional report is approximately 30 pages
beautifully presented in columns with beautiful fonts covering both your personal and
professional life. You can use the professional part of the report to develop your talents,
so you will be better able to attain your desired growth in your profession. Problems can
be avoided and transformed into positives through insight and wise action. The personal
part of the report given will deal with your identity, emotion, love, destiny, etc. Another
section of the report deals with the major times of change in your life, showing clearly in
graphic form the months when these changes are the strongest. Through this timing you
will know what to do and what not to do during these changes. The report is $19.95 plus
$3.00 shipping and will be sent to you by U.S. Priority Mail. Without any extra charge. To
receive the report fill out the following form:
Birthdate______________________________ Time of Birth________________
City of Birth_______________________State_______Country______________
Name___________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________
City___________________________________State_______Zip____________
Telephone_______________________________________________________
Payment Method __Check Enc. __VISA __MC __AMAX
Credit Card #____________________________________________Exp._____
Traders World, 2508 W. Grayrock St, Springﬁeld, MO 65810
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a check for the entire price, back to the
school’s fund.
Your child would know that if the Dow
30 Index moves up or down (interday) at
a minimum of 19.53125 points (slowest
trading width) of 1/8th (.305175 x64), it
would move at 1,250 points (19.53125
x64), then start to double after it has
appreciated + 1,250 points, or one MM
1/8th, so, a major move up for the market
would be 2,500, then + 5,000 points.
Let’s ask your child to find the last
five low supports of the Dow 30 Index,
between 5,000 and 10,000.
They will tell you that there were five,
down at 7,500, then one down at 7,187.50,
which is exactly – 312.50 points below
7,500, which is one of Murrey’s Binary
Doubling numbers off .305175.
So, your child would set our base
(MM 0/8th) at 7,500, so, we would move
up + 1,250, + 2,500, then + 5,000, and
set 12,500 as the maximum highs of these
past five lows, except October 09, 2002,
on Murrey’s Birthday, which was the last
exact low reversal in the Dow 30 Index
since 6,875, 1997 lows, which are exactly
312.5 points difference, or 1/8th higher
with The Murrey Math Trading System.
Your child already has 5,000 marked as
being .305175 x14, so 6,875 1997 lows
(minus 312.50 below 7,500) added up +
5,000 = 11,875, which is the exact high in
the Dow 30 Index in January 2000, which
is Murrey’s 7/8th line (yellow) fast reverse
down, which it did, and it is still lower.
1993: Murrey said: fastest reverses off:
down off (yellow) 7/8th, + 1/8th, and up off
– 1/8th and 1/8th: Chart 2.
Murrey Math Trading System: 1993
– 1994: predicted (in advance), exact all
time high in Dow 30 Index six years in
advance off .305175, off Time and Price
set to 1st week in October and Murrey’s
Universal Numbers.
The Murrey Math Real Time Software
Program sets Price and Time exactly as
Gann instructed (you to do) in his book,
published in 1942, which is the same year
Murrey was born, into the trading world.
October 09, 2002, was the exact low
reversal for all major indexes all over the
trading world. Every guru has to point it
out for the next ten trading years.
The October 09, 2003 high reversal
(interday) for S&P 500 Cash Index was
1,046.87, then the exact high reversal for
the S&P 100 Cash Index was 523.43: ½?
October 09, 2002 – 7,187.50 interday
low and October 09, 2003 closing high
– 9,687.50, equals 2,500, or .305175 x2
(13 times), which is 8th grade math for
Murrey.
Please go back as many years as you
like, and look at major market reverses
the 1st week of October, or 3, 6, or nine
12, 15 or 18 months from this starting
point.
You will be surprised when you back
test any market, how many major Price
reverses are off .305175 doubled x2, x2,
x2, etc.

Murrey’s Master Square 1,000, and
its Harmonic Internal Octaves, will
accurately predict, present and futures
reverses, down to .975 of one point, for
this market (ES04H), so you may know
(just before the market opens) support and
resistance.
Most traders are confused when markets run past their Gann 0/8th or 8/8th.
Rookies believe in the Breakout “theory” that works only 43% of the time.
The entire trading world never (ever)
considered knowing what the + 1/8th, + 2/
8th, - 1/8th, or – 2/8th are affecting markets
interday, before T. Henning Murrey discovered this truth in 1993: Chart #2.
These two areas are called:
1) Over Bought (on highs),
2) OverSold, (on lows), which
means that if they don’t breakout, they want to reverse and
try and touch the “current” MM
4/8th trading line.
Now, if it closes above or below our
MM + 2/8th and – 2/8th, what happens?
Chart #3.
Answer: the trading frame “doubles”
up or down, depending which end was
exceeded.
But, if the “current” MM trading frame
is not violated, we simply make our trades
off what the day offers set to your tolerance to “see” the trading frame on its safest scale.
Proof: Chart #2 and Chart #3 (OEX).
Why imagine future “breakouts” when
you know the exact price it takes to shift
the frame (up or down)? Chart #2 and
Chart #3.
7,187.50 MM – 2/8th October 10 2002
up to 9,062.50 at + 2/8th = 1,875 points.
Both numbers forced the Dow Prices in
the direction of 8,125, till it can close
above 9,062.50 4 to 7 days in a row.
Please look at our chart (#1) and find
MM 4/8th – 1,121.09. Gann said to short
up at 4/8th, so we made four short trades
against moves up to this number (trusting
Murrey’s Numbers).
This week our market is trying move
up toward MM 8/8th 1,125 set Oct. 09
2003.

MURREY MATH SUPPLIES
The MurreyMath Trading Frame software program will automatically
decide for you if a market is Over Bought or Over Sold, and automatically
display the Trading Strategy whenever the Daily Price Action
The MurreyMath Trading Frame Software
• All Gann Lines (8/8ths)
• All Vertical Time Lines
• All Squares in Time Lines
• Entry Price Points
• Set all Overbought/Oversold Lines
• Set 5 Circles of Conﬂict

• Set Parallel Momentum Lines
• Set Speed Angles (7)
• Set Learning Mode Data
• Present “Best Entry Price”
• Present Daily Volume differential
• Sell 50.% of Position Price Points

PRICE $875.00
End-of-Day version includes: Software,
Murrey Math Book, CD Learning Lessons & EMail Updates
Murrey Math Book
alone
$78.00

60 Day Software Trial
& credit for full version
$200.00

1-800-288-4266

www.tradersworld.com (order on-line)
This is a Major Internal Octave inside
Murrey’s Square 1,000 – 2,000. 1,125 is
actually MM 1/8th or the key of “C” inside
Murrey’s Master Square.
If you grasp the 1st MM 1/8th (inside
1,000) you will be able to deduct how our
real time software program sets today’s
trading frame 8/8th.
You “see that this market (Chart #1)
reversed (up) the day before, off 1,115,
which is one of the “fives” Gann warned
all expert traders reverse off interday.
If you don’t know the significance of
the “fives” we shall pass it on to you.
Please look how this market was
bought up (five times) on higher lows
off MM Trading Lines. Five times in a
row, this market was bought higher +
1/8th higher than the last low. 87.5% of
all traders will not take these higher lows
(long) trades.
You have been taught that the safest
trade is always off the double or triple
bottom.
Gann said to buy the third trade in any
direction, so Buy C, should have been a
strong up move, just as Short C should

hotComm is the real-time forum for
traders to share market trends and
trading techniques in a multimedia
experience at the desktop. Hear the
market moves being called, see the
charts and chat with other traders.
Contact us now for a FREE TRIAL of
hotComm and to learn more - all you need
is a desktop PC and an Internet connection
to see the future of trading!

have been a strong sell off. It didn’t happen.*
Why expect more than a + 2/8th move
in either direction for ½ your contracts?
Greed wins over need?
Murrey’s Momentum Lines:
Please look at the 45 degree angled
momentum lines, moving to the right (up
and down). This market already knew its
“bounces” (off these angled lines) without

SPECIAL STOCK
MARKET REPORT 1 & 2

Here is a once in a lifetime deal that you certainly do not want to miss!
Hi, my name is Larry Jacobs, I am editor
of Traders World magazine. I know that you
are BOMBARDED with lame “market trading
schemes” on the internet all the time. You
probably get a new promise of wealth every
few hours in your e-mail box. If you’re like me
you probably have deleted most of them at a
glance. I have good news for you.
Mr. Ferrera, who has written several magazine articles for us, has put together a unique
stock market report that clearly shows how
two dominant long-term cycle patterns have
predicted every major Bull & Bear Market for
the past century. Mr. Ferrera then graphically
projects this cyclic model 16 years into the future and then describes how the stock market
is likely to unfold over the next 100-years!
In all my years at Tradersworld Magazine,
I have never seen anything like this report!
This information is absolutely invaluable for
anyone that invests in the equity markets,
whether it’s on their own or through a company retirement plan. You Can See It Too...
In this report, you will literally “see” how and
why the markets crashed in 1929 and then
again in 1974. You will understand why the
market basically traded sideways from 1932
to 1947 and 1974 to 1982. You will see why
the stock markets topped in the year 2000
and what they are most likely to do until the
year 2018.
The cost of the report 1 is $29.95 and
report 2 is $59.95 and both come with a
30-day money back guarantee. To order
call Traders World at 800-288-4266 or go to
www.tradersworld.com.
There is substantial risk of loss in trading securities,
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Do Trading Systems Really Work?
Ours do and we can prove it!
Call or e-mail us for your free copy of our Special Report and learn
how the New Babcock System Demonstration Account performed in
2003. The Demonstration Account trades three systems created by
Bruce Babcock with real money. How many system publishers trade
their own products? We do because we have that much confidence
in our systems. The account has been reconfigured so now traders
with as little as $35,000 can achieve spectacular results.

Reality Based Trading Company
Phone 866-888-7562 or 530-677-7562
E-mail: rbtco@innercite.com
w w w. r b - t r a d i n g . c o m
(Past trading results are not indicative of future results. Commodity trading can be
risky and result in loss of capital.)

Continuing The Bruce Babcock Legacy
having to use Andrews Pitch Forks, who
added his knowledge from Roger Babson,
who added from Furrier Wave Transform
Pattern, originating with the Yalu River.
These lines are set as soon as the 1st
price is set (on the opening) for the day.
There is no need to use Andrew’s A, B,
then C highs and lows to predict future

YOUR BEST
SOURCE FOR
MARKET BOOKS
We specialize in rare
and out of print
commodity, stock and
Wall Street books. We
also offer most new
books for traders.
IF WE DON’T HAVE IT
WE WILL FIND IT!
L & S Trading
3068 Marsh Ave
Haverhill, IA 50120
641-475-3212
LS@LS-Trading.com
WE ALSO BUY
RARE MARKET
BOOKS
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reverses.
Please look at the vertical time line
reversals: 25, 50, or 75% lines.
This market is reversing off MM
Price along Murrey’s Internal Harmonic
Trading Lines set off .305175 (x2).
Please look at Murrey’s Indicator (displayed) in the lower left hand corner of
the chart. This Indicator signaled every
reversal (at the same time).*
We keep an eye on the tick and trin
(set to Murrey Math Lines)* as signals
that traders are reversing their “buy” and
“sell” attitudes interday.
Every successful trade on the S&P 5
0 will reward you + $ 50.00. Ten trades
would have netted you 20 points, so you
could have made + $ 1,000 profit knowing nothing about fundamentals, or why
the software chose its current trading
range.
What is the 1st thing you imagine when
you enter your trade?
Answer: Most rookies decide how
much they want to lose, after they enter
order.
T. Henning Murrey (alive) has gone
past Gann’s 1st Square, and discovered,
the next two major and two minor Internal
Octaves.
Please look at Gann’s book and go
to page 68 and you will see his Natural
Numbers (percent) of one point. Did you
understand?
The next favorite number he mentioned was 18.75, which is how long a
trader at 12.50 “disappeared” and reappeared when he was 31.25 years young
and “traded” 3.12 years.
Let your child tell you the future
Your child would learn (to predict
price reversals), if you show them a
Murrey Math chart of the Dow 30 Index
the past three years, when we had two
reversals off 7,187.50, which would be
9,062.5, or 1,875 points run up or down,
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which occurred on Murrey’s Birthday
Oct. 09, 2002.
Most gurus are mad, because Murrey is
giving himself credit for saying markets
reverse off his birthday, but, simply check
the E Mail from Murrey in October 1999,
when he predicted the market to be set to
October 09, 1999 - 2000, then be affected
by his birthday for the next 100 years.*
Please ask Larry Jacobs and he will tell
you how to get Murrey’s predictions.*
If you read two of Gann’s books, you
will find hints of these numbers “hidden”
in his Holy Grail conversation, but you
won’t be able to find Murrey’s Universal
Number 19.53125 discovered in 1993 by
Murrey.
Thanks for wanting to know how to
keep it simple and hopefully more profitable.
Live Classes through Hotcomm.com:
We are starting on line classes using
www.hotcomm.com, so we can instruct
you “live” right into your computer (no
matter where you are).*
Savant Geniuses: Orville and Wilber
Wright were bicycle makers who set wing
stabilizers to artificial harmonic pitch, so
they wouldn’t vibrate wings apart as
plane turned at 45 degree angle. Do you
change plane wings?
Savant Genius: Thomas Edison had
less than one year of grade school and
invented 1100 items set to artificial
harmonic pitch. Do you improve on
telephone?
Savant Genius: Ben Franklin: created Harmonic Pitch musical instrument
with 37.5 glass rings set to 437.5 cycles
per second. Do you change the library
system?
Savant Genius: T. Henning Murrey
sets all markets to his Internal Harmonic
Pitch inside 3 major Octaves and two
minor Octaves with Murrey’s Universal
Number .305175, learned while playing
golf, when he set his 3 wood to 43.75
inches long, vibrating to 62.5 cycles per
second, at 15.625 degrees loft, which
keeps it in the fairway 87.5% of the hits,
which is more important than length.
Why not trade off Murrey’s high I.Q.
set to his simple Music Scale Pitch (artificial) from 1878, when music was set to
437.50 cycles per second, and the year
W.D. Gann was born(1878)?
Historical Note: Some years ago,
before anyone heard of Murrey Math,
Quote.com offered only eight horizontal
(retracements) lines, so everyone had to
leave out one line, when they were setting their Gann 8/8th, but after T. Henning
Murrey, came on the trading scene, and
got his real time software connected, to
the quote.com data feed, hundreds of
Murrey Math students E mailed them to
finally correct the two errors:
1) not enough lines, (need nine),
2) and to change them to (13) lines,
so they could come up to date
with Murrey’s (13) lines, by seeing the OverBought and Over

Sold on either side of Murrey’s
0/8th and 8/8th.
They converted to Murrey’s 13 lines. *1.
After you read this article, you have
three clear choices:
1) hate Murrey for exposing the
simple truth (hidden by Gann),
2) convert to a simpler way to
truth,
3) rush to write a software program, which is more accurate
than .305175
Please ask Trader’s World about
Murrey Math Learning Tools:
1) classes (different cities)
2) software (end of day and real
time)
3) predictions (indexes, currencies,
bonds, commodities)
4) live online classes (fee and
free)
5) book
No one had (even thought) to subscribe
to exact numbers, for any market, much
less, all markets, until T. Henning Murrey,
in 1993 – 1994, deciphered Gann’s Natural
Percentages on page 68 in his book, How
to Make Profits in Commodities, and
again, in his 1927 book, Tunnel thru the
Air, where he mentioned the Natural
Numbers many times, but failed to tell
you how to apply them to any market,
since he want to reveal them, or he really
didn’t know them: you decide.
Larry Jacobs has received thousands
of articles, the past 18.75 years, and
there has never been one mention, by
any market “guru” already knowing, the
exact price, it wants to reverse on, until,
Murrey allowed you to “see” the obvious:
Murrey Math.
Thus, Murrey owns the Intellectual
Rights to this math formula: .305175
(x2, x2, x2, etc) x 15 as Murrey’s Exact
Determiner for every traded market set
inside the Base Ten.
Murrey owns the “look,” as presented
in his software program, since 1998,
which is confirmation, of Murrey’s
Binary Doubling: .305175.
Gann hinted at trading inside The
Natural Numbers of percentages (on page
64) How to Make Profits in Commodities
published in 1942, but never presented
and exact numbers, and again hinted at
Natural Numbers in Tunnel Thru the
Air published in 1927. Murrey drank of
Gann’s Holy Grail as his “blood” toward
the truth.
Feltman, in NYC, was the 1st man to
wrap a hot dog into a bun. Who knows
it now?
Russian Prince Tartar, created the 1st
raw hamburger. Who knows it now?
The Earle of Sandwich got credit for
what?
The Cheek Family, in Nashville, during The Civil War, made the best coffee in
USA, Maxwell House Coffee, which their
family still gets a fat check from an S&P
500 corporation located in NYC. Why did
they share it with others: pride or greed?

Are You Trading Pyrapoint the Right Way?
• Only mentor authorized by Don Hall, to teach
Pyrapoint.
• Use techniques to project the high and/or low of a
day in the e-mini markets, usually within a point or
two.
There is a right way to profitably trade
Gann according to Pyrapoint developed
by Don E. Hall. I am a professional trader
and I have found how to do it. I would like
to personally teach you how to effectively
use the channels as defined by the zero
degree angles and many of the other
techniques of Pyrapoint. I’ll start your
learning by sending you charts via Email, every day, which you can study. We
will then have meetings over the phone
twice weekly and I explain exactly how to
use the method on the charts. When you
fully understand them you’ll be invited to
come into my trading room and watch
and listen to me as I use the technique
on live charts using Hotcomm. I am so
convinced that you will be happy with
my method I offer a 100% no questions
asked guarantee. Please call me today!
Brown & MacMillan Company
677 N. Washington Blvd., Suite 117
Sarasota, FL 34236
941-360-2999 - phone
941-360-2090 - facsimile
941-544-0685 - mobile

Please E Mail us, and we shall introduce you, to our real time software, for
a rental 60 day trial, if you go through
Trader’s World Magazine and Larry
Jacobs.
The sandwich is the outside (holding
together) the taste of choice, so Murrey
Math Lines will hold together all tasty
internal trading systems (for ever now).
Murrey made 81 -86 trades in two
months in 2000. Trading is fun. Who
cares?
2003 – 2004 Murrey made 2,600
predictions on Major Indexes, Bonds,
Commodities, and Currencies and was
90% accurate, within 1% per market.
Please ask us for C.D. proof for
“doubters.”
Murrey teaches “live” real time S&P
500 E Minie classes and Dow Futures $
5.00 and OEX Options position trading.
Murrey converts Long traders (only) in
commodities to shorting highs off Murrey
64 day trading frame.
T. Henning Murrey can predict future
reverses off any New IPO from the 1st
12.50 minutes after its (birth) opening
bell.
Gann said: 1942: “start with price at
birth of any market, (date and price) to
determine its future reversals.”
Open Challenge: to all other article
writing “gurus:” please write an article

Testimonials
Scott Methodology allowed me to
keep my losses small & let the profits run. The course is invaluable &
has truly paid several times for its
cost. I strongly recommend it for
any serious trader
H. Nafo
Pyrapoint is a unique and elegant
methodology that enables the trader
to solve the age old problem of
whether you are in a trading range
or trending market. Pyrapoint is
excellent for picking tops and bottoms or keeping you in the market
on trend days. Pyrapoint works on
all time frames from tick charts to
monthlies.
D. Seremek
I am very happy about what I have
learned from Scott, and don’t know
where I would be without him. In
any event, Scott’s method of trading
is excellent, and in my opinion is
worth your every serious consideration.
J. Robbins

using NFP, which opened a few months
ago, by Jessica Bibliowitz, who is the
daughter of Sandy Weil, who headed
up Citigroup, and predict its upside four
tiers, from the opening price.
Let’s see how you may do it with
Fibonacci.
And Murrey will use .305175 (only).
Please look forward to the next article
with NFP predicted from its “birth.”
You need no history, or fundamentals,
to predict future price reversals.
Murrey knew what Gann was hinting
at. Now, you know the rest of the story.
Presently, 37,500 traders have converted to Murrey Math Lines, as a result
of Trader’s World helping traders to see a
simpler way to small profits (and smaller
losses).
We encourage all other “gurus” to
incorporate Murrey’s Math Lines into
their presentations, everyone else is
already using them, in their current trading strategy.
Murrey enjoys sharing his knowledge,
with those who are open minded enough
to convert from random to specific thinking.
Mr. Murrey is the author of the book
Murrey Math Trading and complementary software available in this magazine.
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